
CirrusHQ audit and secure Claim 
Technology's best-in-class Insurtech 
with AWS Well-Architected Framework

Optimised production environment

Improved architecture aligned to 
support business growth.

Increased security

More performant, robust and 
future proofed security.

About Claim Technology
Claim Technology is an award winning Insurtech technology provider to simplify access into a 
wealth of insurtech services. Claim Technology has created over 50 best-in-class Insurtech 
capability providers available through one single connection for their customers using the 
AWS platform. They have been industry award finalists 15 times and winner of the 
Technology Innovation of the Year award.

The Challenge
Whilst Claim Technology applications are 
user-friendly, the backend architecture and 
AWS infrastructure was complex. Claim 
Technology wanted to optimise their 
application performance, security and cost by 
ensuring it followed AWS latest best 
practices - as part of their evolution and 
drive to maintain the highest standards.

The Solution
Claim Technology requested a series of AWS Well-Architected Reviews by CirrusHQ, 
of their workloads to optimise their Cloud platform.

The review and agreed actions gave Claim Technology the knowledge to make step 
changes on their complex infrastructure to provide the greatest benefits. Many identified  
highest priority tasks were remediated as part of the review, providing greater 
performance and reduced latency of content distribution as well as additional cost 
savings. 

The Benefits
Improved content distribution 

CloudFront enabled greater 
performance and reduced latency.

About APN Partner CirrusHQ and Amazon Web Services
Claim Technology contacted CirrusHQ via the AWS Partner finder tool when searching for a Well-
Architected Framework partner. CirrusHQ’s undertakes 100s of Well-Architected reviews per year 
to help organisations build and operate secure, high-performing, resilient, and efficient 
infrastructure for applications - to help organisations find opportunities for significant cost savings, 
improved application performance, and reduced security risks. This rigorous approach has 
earned CirrusHQ high levels of customer satisfaction feedback and recognition from AWS. 

Next Steps
Learn more about how AWS and APN Partner CirrusHQ can help, visit www.cirrushq.com.
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Utilising an AWS Partner meant 
that we brought in lots of 
experience that could be 
instructed to manage the project 
from an architecture perspective 
which was a great relief for 
Claim Technology's in-house 
development team. 
Ashley Preece
Product Owner
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